FOLLOW (1ST MOVEMENT OF THE ODYSSEY)
As recorded by Incubus
(from the 2004 EP "Alive At Red Rocks")

Transcribed by Adam Urbanczyk
Words by Incubus
Music by Incubus

Part A
Free Time $\nu = 74$
A5/E

Part B
Fast Rock $\nu = 125$
Am/C
FOLLOW (1ST MOVEMENT OF THE ODYSSEY) - Incubus

C Main Riff

Am/C

Gtr III  \( f \)

(with fast modulation effect)

Gtr II  \( mf \)

A5

F5

Gtr III, IV  \( f \)

Gtrs V, VI  \( f \)
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FOLLOW (1ST MOVEMENT OF THE ODYSSEY) - Incubus

E Chorus
A5 | C5 | A5 | F5 | A5/E

Gtr V  \( f \)

Gtr VI

Post-Chorus
A5  |  |  |  |  |

Gtrs III, IV  \( f \)

Gtrs V, VI  \( f \)
FOLLOW (1ST MOVEMENT OF THE ODYSSEY) - Incubus

D.S. al Coda

Gtr V & VI feedback

Gtrs I, II

F Chorus

A5 | C5 | A5 | F5 | A75/E

Gtr V

A7

(6)(6)(6)(6)

Gtr VI

A7

(6)(6)(6)(6)